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Abstract: This study aimed to examine the theoretical impact leadership styles on the quality of management information systems. Several approaches of leadership styles theory is used to explain how the impact on the quality of management information systems. In order to measure the impact of leadership styles on the quality of management information systems can be seen from the way or behavior or styles of leadership in influencing subordinates with several approaches including: (1) Trait theory of leadership; (2) Contingency theory of leadership; (3) Path-goal theory of leadership; (4) Transformational and transactional theories of leadership. The results achieved in the context of the management information system of leadership is leadership can influence subordinates (users) systems achieve effective performance, namely the presence of a situation where the user system implementing quality management information system to produce quality information.

Index Terms: Leadership Style, Quality of Management Information Systems

1 INTRODUCTION

The management information system is a collection of sub-systems which are interconnected with each other and work together in harmony to achieve one goal of process data into information needed by management in decision-making processes when carrying out its functions. It also expressed by the experts on the definition of management information systems as follows: Management information system provides routine information for managers and decision makers.

Management information systems provide information in the form of a detailed report that appears to support business decision-making. It concluded that the management information system is a collection of sub-systems which are interconnected with each other and work together in an organized and harmonized to provide information for management decision making. The term "effectiveness" of information systems as a measure of the success of information systems in achieving the goals set. The term "success" of information systems to measure the success of the system information system is technically true. The term "success" to describe the successful application of information systems in areas that became the principal concern to the organization, used extensively by one or more users are satisfied and improve the quality of performance. For the term "quality" information system to show the integration of the various components of the information system consisting of hardware, software, brainware, telecommunication network, and database quality and quality of work and user satisfaction.

So is the quality of management information systems in this study means that the functioning of the information system as a provider of quality management information. The style of leadership, meaning how a leader perform the functions of leadership (leadership functions). Meanwhile, revealed that transformational leadership influence on the success of information systems users. It can be concluded that the management style is one of the factors that have an impact on the quality of management information systems. Based on the description that has been stated previously, the authors are interested in doing theoretical study with the title: How Leadership Style Impacts the Management Information System Quality.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Management Information System Quality

In general, the quality of management information system is defined as a form of statement of condition when management information system can generate management information according to user needs. Quality management information obtained from the application of quality management information system. The fundamental role of management information systems in an organization is to produce quality management information. The term "quality" can mean success or effectiveness or user satisfaction, and included terms of quality. The term "effectiveness" of information systems as a measure of the success of information systems in achieving the goals set. The effectiveness of management information systems acceptable to provide management information to assist management in making decisions. The term "success" of information systems to measure the output generated by the actual system. The term "success" to describe the successful implementation of management information systems in the areas that became the principal concern to the organization, used extensively by one or more user satisfaction and improve the quality of performance.

As for the term "quality" information management system is used to indicate the integration of the various components of management information systems, namely: hardware, software, brainware, telecommunication network, and database quality, as well as the quality of work and the satisfaction of...
A leader. Then explain also some of the following personal characteristics to be possessed by a leader: (1) Physical characteristic, include energy and physical stamina; (2) Intelligence, cognitive abilities, knowledge, judgment, decisiveness, and fluency of speech; (3) Personality, include: self-confidence, honesty and integrity, enthusiasm, have a desire to lead, independence, alertness, creativity, emotional balance and independent control (nonconformity); (4) Social characteristics include: sociability, interpersonal skills, cooperativeness, the ability to enlist cooperation, tactical and diplomacy; (5) The work related characteristic, include: the drive to achievement, the drive to excel meticulous, conscientiousness in pursuit of goals, persistence against obstacle, persistent, tenacity. (6) Social background, include: education, and mobility.

Contingency Theory of Leadership
Contingency leadership theory can be explained through situational approach and path-goal models. In the situational approach of a leader is seen as a product of time and situation. People who have certain qualities or characteristics because a situation would appear to be a leader. In another sense, the situational approach using an assumption that there are some situational variables that can affect leadership roles, skills, behaviors, and follower's performance and satisfaction. Situational variables such as efforts to enhance the trait theory previously considered not adequate as a theory of leadership is intact. Fred Fiedler is one of initiator of contingency leadership theory is known as a Recognized situation-based or contingency theory for leadership effectiveness. With contingency model of leadership effectiveness of this Fiedler explains the relationship between style of leadership and favourableness of the situation. Consist of leadership style and human-directed task oriented (democratic) while for favorableness of the situation Fiedler split into three following dimensions: (1) The leader-member relationship, is the most critical variable in determining the desired situations; (2) The degree of task structure, the second most important variable into the desired situation; (3) The leader's position power gained through formal authority, which is variable or the most critical third dimension. A leader, is said to be in a situation that is favorable if all the dimensions listed above gets the highest score. In other words, a leader is generally said to be accepted by the subordinate (dimension I), all the work is structured and supported with clear job descriptions (dimension II), and there are situations where the authority and power that are formally held by a leader (dimension III).

Model situational leadership theory (SLT) others developed by Hersey and Blanchard that divides specific leadership styles into four groups, namely: (1) Telling, (hight task-low relationship), defines leadership role and tell people what, how, when and where perform a variety of tasks. As a result, employee/subordinate can not afford and do not want to take responsibility for doing something, followers incompetent or not confidence; (2) Selling, (hight task-hight relationship). Leader provide direction and support behavior. Employees / subordinates do not have the ability but intends to do the work necessary work tasks. Workers have the motivation but do not have the appropriate skills; (3) Participating, (low task-hight relationship), the leader and his followers to share in making decisions. The primary role of a leader is to facilitate and communicate. Employees / subordinates have the ability but
do not want to do what the leader wants. Followers are competent but do not want to do anything; (4) Delegating, (low task-low relationship), leader provides little direction or support. Employees/subordinates have the ability and desire to do what was asked of him.

Path-Goal Theory Of Leadership
Path-goal model is an approach other than contingency leadership theory proposed by Robert House.[23] Path-goal theory of leadership was developed from a contingency approach derived from the framework expectancy theory of motivation.[25] The purpose of this theory is to explain how the style/behavior of a leader influence motivation, satisfaction and performance of subordinates. According to House, there are 4 types or styles/behaviors that may affect the effective leadership, namely: [22] (1) Directive leadership; leadership force equal to the force authoritarian leader is meant by Lippitt & White, that subordinates know exactly what to expect from their leaders, and leaders provide direction specifically about how employees should complete the tasks. In this case, the subordinate is not involved at all by the leader; (2) Supportive leadership; leaders give attention to the needs of his followers and friends (friendly); (3) Participative leadership; leadership in consultation with members of the group and use the suggestions of the leaders group before making a decision (decision still made by the leader); (4) Achievement oriented leadership; leaders set challenging goals for followers, giving confidence to his followers that the goals are made can be achieved by using the best of their ability. Approach-path-goal theory is a leader can use one particular leadership style based on situational factors or contingency to influence perceptions and motivations of subordinates. Factors contingency encompasses; personal characteristics follower (personal characteristics of followers) and factors related to the environment to be faced followers to achieve its objectives. Both of these situational factors, said to be a determinant of effective leadership behaviors. [23] According to characteristic factors of contingency follower consists of skills and experience and locus of control subordinates. Meanwhile, environmental factors structure comprises a task structure and team dynamics. On the path approach to this theory, the function of a leader is to: [19] (1) create a path for the purpose of easier to run by providing coaching and directing; (2) reduce barriers towards achieving the goal; (3) increase the chance of personal satisfaction/employee by increasing payroll/rewards/awards and others to employees upon achievement of objectives. Figure 1 below describes the relationship between situational factors, behaviors/style of effective leadership and effective achievement of the performance of subordinates. By using the first image can be explained as follows: (1) Skills & experience: combine the directive leadership style and supportive leadership style is said to be suitable for subordinates with less training and less experience. Nevertheless, directive leadership style can undermine motivation and performance of subordinates who have high skill and experience as a leader directive leadership style tends too much control and oversight of the subordinates. (2) Locus of control: subordinates who have an internal locus of control believe that the environment within their control. Subordinates who have an internal locus of control tend to prefer participative leadership style and performance-oriented but will experience frustration when dealing with a directive leadership style. Conversely, subordinates with external locus of control believe that their performance is mainly due to luck or sheer luck that they preferred the directive leadership style; (3) Task structure: Leaders are advised to adopt a leadership style directive to subordinates who carry out tasks not routinely to reduce the roles that float that will tend to appear in a work situation that is complex, especially the tasks carried out by subordinates who are less experienced. However, the style of leadership in no way be effectively applied to subordinates were doing routine work and simple. Subordinate to the job very simple routine and require the supportive leadership style to help them cope with the properties of a boring job and a lack of control in the face of the work. Then, participative leadership style is more suited to subordinate tasks not routinely; (4) Due to unavailability of the rules and procedures as a guideline to achieve the goal. Nevertheless, participative leadership style is not suitable to be applied to the subordinate who work regular jobs because they do not have the flexibility to do the job because they are bound by the rules and procedures set standard; (5) Team Dynamics: a work team was very cohesive, leaders can use performance-oriented leadership style, while the subordinates with less cohesive team, leadership is better to use supportive leadership style. The level of integrity teams in an organization has the potential to create leadership styles become ineffective. In organizations that have a very solid team, intervention models leader becomes dull, so the style of leadership that is more suitable is to use performance-oriented approach.

**Figure 1 Theory of Situational Leadership Model**

Some research associated with the path-goal theory of leadership—can also be explained as follows:[22] (1) Studies conducted in seven organizations, showed that directiveness leader has a positive correlation with satisfaction, hope subordinates who carry out the task of floating but negatively related to satisfaction and expectations of subordinates who have clarity of task; (2) A study involving ten different sample of employees found that supportive leadership has a very positive effect on satisfaction subordinate tasks stressful, frustrating and not satisfaction; (3) In most studies in an organization manufacturing industry, found that employees working on jobs that are not repetitive (non-repetitive), ego-involving taks, will be very satisfied in participative leaders than in nonparticipative leaders; (4) Study in three organizations conducted separately, it was found that the subordinates who carry out the float (ambiguous) and non-repetitive higher achievement orientations of the leaders, the subordinate will become convinced that will produce an effective performance.

Sumber: Snell & Bateman (2004, p. 382)
Transformational and Transactional Theories of Leadership

James MacGregor Burns introduced transformational and transactional leadership as the types of political leadership. Transformational leadership is defined as the leader of perspective that explains how leaders change teams or organizations by creating communication and modeling a vision for the organization's work and inspire employees to fight for that vision. Transforasional charismatic leadership means leadership, the leaders who delegate authority to others, encourages participation and is based on the expertise and referent power to manage subordinates. Transformational leadership is inspiring about the values, beliefs and ideals and ultimately motivate the followers to carry in excess of what was expected. Through this transformational leadership approach make the followers believe, loyal and respectful to the leader and often neglect their personal interest to achieve the interests of the group. There is evidence that shows that transformational leadership has a very strong relationship with the low and the high turnover rate of productivity, satisfaction of employees, creativity, achievement of goals, follower of well-being, and corporate entrepreneurship mainly on business in the early stages. Transformational leadership is believed to increase the success of the organization (information systems) via: (1) idealized influence, transformational leaders instill pride, faith and respect for the user to act well and focused, as an example: in it, causing the followers of transformational leaders instill pride, faith, and respect; (2) Inspirational motivation, transformational leaders enhance the system user confidence in the use of information systems by articulating an appealing vision and describes a high-level expectations and optimism about the ability of the user to use information systems; (3) Individualized consideration, transformational leadership can be coached or advised (mentor) followers and provide individual support to hear concerns and needs of users of information systems; (4) Intellectual stimulation, transformational leaders can stimulate expertise (skills) problem user system creative skills by challenging them to solve old problems using new perspective, take risks, and ask them to take risks, and asks the user about the idea that the best use of information systems. While transactional leadership means leadership that uses legitimacy, recognition and power to give orders or coercion and offers awards to subordinate to the services rendered by the subordinate. The most traditional transactional leadership involves the bargaining relationship between superiors and subordinates in the execution of a task. The aim of transactional leadership is to help the organization achieve its goals more efficiently by linking job performance with the award, and ensures that the employee has the necessary resources to carry out their work.

3 CONCLUSION

Based on the description of leadership theories that have been described above it can be concluded that the objectives to be achieved in the context of the leadership of the management information system is the leadership can influence subordinates (user) system achieved performance of ineffectiveness, the presence of a situation where the user system implementing management information system of quality to produce quality information. Whereas, in order to measure the effect of leadership style on the quality of management information systems can be seen from the way (way) or behavior or style of leadership in influencing subordinates with several approaches including: (1) Trait Theory Of Leadership; (2) Contingency Theory Of Leadership; (3) Path-Goal Theory Of Leadership; (4) Transformational and Transactional Theories of Leadership.
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